
DELOITTE SAP CASE STUDIES

Great success stories emerge when Deloitte helps businesses deploy SAPÂ® solutions, transform operations, and
deliver meaningful results. Read stories here .

Behavioral was standard questions on a typical interview, only 1 curve ball at the end. I've looked up other
case interviews and a lot of them seem to focus on management consulting rather than risk advisory. Deloitte
case studies More Views Industry-leading clients. Regarding your question about the Deloitte case interview, I
wrote a detailed note of my view on categorizing cases based on firms. As part of our commitment to
publishing independent, unbiased research; no paid media placements, commissions or incentives of any
nature are allowed. Also, this same motivation was most likely used to promote the move to ECC. Interview
Questions Deloitte case interviews are not as quantitative or as long as MBB case interviews. Also, why does
Deloitte have such long run times with ECC? The reason is that Excel is normally much easier to develop both
the views that one wants to see, as well as applying formulas to perform the analysis. Case Studies in the
Environment is a journal of peer-reviewed case study articles, case study pedagogy articles, and a repository
for editor-reviewed case study slides. With over 70, employees in locations across the U. See this link for an
explanation for investment entities. Deloitte Parasport is a website that helps disabled people find sports clubs
in their local area. A majority of the candidates are shown the exit after this round. They include one case
interview and one behavioural interview, like in the first round. We hope that our academic case studies and
case study writing tips will help you in your business school, college and university education. Adobe Flash
Player. I interviewed at Deloitte. Strategy Risk Advisory Case Studies Without adequate protection, your
finances, reputation and critical data are vulnerable. Through our own offices worldwide and via our affiliate,
partner and reseller networks, PeopleFluent Learning and NetDimensions LMS delivers learning content to
organizations around the globe. Wikimedia Commons If you attend business school, you can expect to read a
lot of case studies.


